Abstract. Although dependency parsers have become increasingly popular, little work has been done on how to associate dependency structures with deep semantic representations. In this paper, we propose a semantic calculus for dependency structures which can be used to construct deep semantic representations from joint syntactic and semantic dependency structures similar to those used in the ConLL 2008 Shared Task.
Introduction
Deep semantics have been developed for stochastic categorial parsers (1) and for parsers based on phrase structure grammars (2; 3; 4). Much less work has been done, however, on combining dependency parsers with a a deep semantics calculus. Although (5) sketches a syntax-semantics interface for dependency grammar, the proposed approach requires a constraint-based, tightly interleaved construction of dependency, predicate/argument and scoping structure which is not easily adaptable to the output of contemporary dependency parsers. Similarly, (6) presents a formalism for semantic construction from dependency structures. However, the approach incorrectly assumes that semantic dependencies match syntactic dependencies and so fails to generalise (cf. Section 2).
In this paper, we present an approach for rewriting dependency graphs into deep semantic representations that can be applied to joint syntactic and semantic dependency structures similar to those used in the ConLL 2008 Shared Task. We start by discussing a number of issues raised by dependency structures in relation to semantic construction and by motivating the choices underlying our approach (Section 2). We then present our proposal (Section 3).
Motivations
In essence, a dependency structure consists of nodes labelled with lexical items (and optionally, parts-or-speech) and linked by binary asymetric relations called dependencies. Figure 5 illustrates this with the plain (non bold) nodes and edges forming a possible dependency graph for the sentence John seems to love Mary.
Importantly, dependency structures dier from phrase structure trees or categorial derivations in that they describe relations between words and eschew the notions of syntactic constituents and non terminal syntactic categories. Starting with (7) however, a key assumption is that the computation of deep semantics strongly relies on syntax. Thus in phrase structure grammars, each syntactic rule is coupled with a semantic rule specifying how the semantics of its daughters combines to yield the semantics of the constituent being derived. Similarly, in categorial grammars, each word is simultaneously assigned a syntactic and a semantic category describing both how it syntactically combines with other word/category pairs and how its semantics combine with the semantics of the items it combines with. In essence, syntax guides semantic construction in that it constrains the semantic type 3 of word occurrences and species how the semantics of constituents combine to yield the semantics of derived constituents.
Given this, dependency graphs raise two main issues with respect to semantic construction.
First, the impoverished syntactic categories they include make it dicult to determine the semantic type of a given word occurrence. For instance, given the two sentences in (1), there is no obvious way to determine from their dependency graphs (shown in Figures 5 and 6 ) that the semantic functor licensed by seems combines with a VP semantics in (1a) but with a sentence semantics in (1b).
(1) a. John seems to love Mary
b. It seems that John loves Mary
The problem is that, in both cases, the syntactic category associated with seems is a simple part-of-speech category which fails to indicate the syntactic and hence the semantic type of the verb arguments. To put it another way, there is no indication in a dependency graph of which syntactic type of seem is used to build each of the two sentences. To determine that seems combines with an innitival VP in (a) but with a sentential argument in (b), dependencies that are non local to seems would need to be checked e.g., Does love in the dependency graph dominate a to or a that node ?
A second issue regarding semantic construction from dependency graphs is that syntactic and semantic dependencies do not necessarily match (3). In particular, there is sometimes a mismatch between predicate/argument and scope relations. For instance, in questions such as (2), which man scopes over the rest of the sentence to yield the meaning Which is the x such that x is a man and John thinks that Mary likes x ? Standard dependency structures fail to capture the scope of the wh-element because man is related by an object relation to likes but not to the main verb thinks.
(2) Which man does John think that Mary likes?
In sum, the combined lack in a dependency graph, of a fully edged syntactic categorial system and of a syntactic structure makes it dicult both to determine the semantic type of a word occurrence (Does seems combine with a VP or an S semantics?) and to appropriately describe how meanings should combine (How can both scope and predicate/argument relationships be appropriately captured?). To address these issues, we propose an approach to semantic construction which does not rely on a strict syntax/semantic parallelism but constructs semantic representations based on a small set of general principles describing the syntax-semantic interface. These principles are encoded in graph rewriting rules which determine the semantic type of each word occurrence based on the graph conguration in which it occurs. We show how this approach handles the cases above and a range of various other semantic phenomena.
Proposal
We start (Section 3.1) by briey introducing graph rewriting and discussing termination, conuence and well-formedness. We then describe our approach to semantic construction (Section 3.2) and illustrate its working by describing the derivation of Every man loves a woman (Section 3.3). We then go on to sketch how to handle control, raising, modiers and relative clauses (Section 3.4).
Graph Rewriting
Used in e.g., formal calculus, combinatoric algebra and operational semantics, rewriting is a technique for modelling reduction and simplication. For instance, the rewriting rule r 1 : x * y +x * z → x * (y +z) permits factorising 5 * 6+5 * 7+5 * 8 to 5 * ((6 + 7) + 8). More generally, a rewriting system consists of a set of rewriting rules of the form l → r where l and r are ltering and rewriting patterns respectively. Given a graph g, such a rule will apply to g if g matches the ltering pattern l. The result of applying a rule to a graph g is g where the sub-part of g matched by l is rewritten according to the rewriting pattern r.
Matching consists in looking for a homomorphism between the pattern graph l and the host graph g while the allowed rewriting operations include information duplication, deletion and addition 4 .
GrGen, a standard graph rewriting system To dene our rewrite rules, we use an existing rewriting system called GrGen (9) . In GrGen, the objects handled by rewriting are directed graphs with typed nodes and edges. Each node and each edge has a type. Additionally, nodes can be associated with a set of attribute value pairs constrained by the node type. In the ltering pattern, attribute value pairs are interpreted as constraints while in the rewriting pattern, they are interpreted as assignments. Finally, nodes names can be used to constrain the mapping between ltering and rewriting pattern in that two nodes with the same names must be identical.
Expressive and ecient, GrGen 5 is well suited to specify our semantic construction rules. For instance, the rewrite rule graphically depicted in Figure 1b can be specied as shown in Figure 1a . In essence, the rewrite rule expands the 4 For a precise denition of matching, we refer the reader to (8).
5 There are other rewriting systems available such as in particular, the Tsurgen system used in the Stanford Parser to map parse trees into dependency graphs. We opted for GrGen instead because GrGen is ecient, notationally expressive (for specifying graphs but also rules and rule application strategies) and comes with a sophisticated debugging environment.
seed node h 6 licensed by an Every N dependency subgraph, with a semantic subgraph capturing the corresponding semantic type namely, the type of a universal quantier.
rule forall { pattern{ w:word; d:word; h:sem;
f:sem; v:sem; r:sem; s:sem; eval{ v.var = "X"; f.formula = ""; r.formula = "∧"; Attribute names are omitted. Node types are indicated using dierent fonts whereby italics indicate a node in the semantic representation structure, a plain font a node in the dependency structure and a bold font a node in the SRL structure. Edge type is not represented but is deducible from the types of the in and out vertices.
Conuence, termination and well-formedness The standard approach to semantic construction typically relies on the typed lambda calculus to dene and combine meaning representations. This ensures termination (through the typing system), conuence (all ways of combining the same sequence of lambda terms yield the same result) and well-formedness of the resulting formulae (beta-reduction will fail in case of a type clash).
These properties are not garanteed by rewriting. Indeed it is easy to dene a non conuent rewriting system that yields ill formed semantic representations.
We avoid those pitfalls as follows. We ensure termination and conuence by imposing a total order on rule application. As we shall see in the following section, each rule captures a general semantic construction principle. The order imposed on their application captures the way in which these principles interact (e.g., scope can only be dened after quantiers and their semantic arguments have been introduced). Further, well formedness is ensured by the translation from semantic graphs to FOL formulae which will fail in case a FOL formula cannot be reconstructed from a given constructed graph.
Basic semantic construction procedure
Our semantic calculus is semantic rather than syntax driven. Drawing on the global dependency analysis of a sentence, it incrementally constructs a semantic representation by building, linking and labelling the various substructures composing this representation.
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Run through example
We start by giving a bird eye view of the semantic construction process for the sentence Every man loves a woman". In the next section, we will show in more detail how the rewrite rules permit appropriately mapping syntax to semantics and more particularly, how they ensure that variables are appropriately bound.
The joint dependency+SRL graph input to semantic construction is shown in Figure 2a . The rst step (2b) creates three seed nodes each of which is licensed by an SRL node: the n 0 node is licensed by the predicate node associated with the verb loves and the n 1 , n 2 nodes are licensed by the two verb argument heads man and woman respectively.
The second step expands these seed nodes to build substructures describing their semantic type. Seed nodes that are licensed by a dependency node with nominal category dominating a determiner node licence the construction of a subtree representing a generalised quantier i.e., a tripartite structure consisting of a quantier, a restriction and a scope where the quantier will be determined by the specic determiner dominated by the noun (e.g., a universal for every or all and an existential for a 7 ). In contrast, seed nodes licenced by a predicate (e.g., a verb or a deverbal nominal) trigger the construction of a structure representing an existentially bound event variable. In this case, the scoping links would need to underspecify, rather than specify scope and all argument structures should be linked directly to the verb structure. 
(e) Specifying predications is syntactic sugar indicating that the node is labelled with the attribute value pair quant:forall and that a FOL formula of that shape can be reconstructed from the subgraph rooted in that node. Indeed, from the nal representation, the following FOL formula can be derived:
Rules, variable binding and semantic phenomena
We now show in more detail how variable binding occurs and sketch the treatment of relative clauses, raising, control and questions.
Variable binding (Quantier restriction and verb semantics). Semantic construction must ensure that the variable bound by a quantier correctly occurs in its restriction and in its scope. Here, this is ensured by equating the relevant variable in the restriction and in the scope with the quantier variable. Figure 3 illustrates this graphically. The top rule shows how the quantier restriction is labelled with a literal lemma(V) where lemma is the nominal head of the quantier and V , the variable bound by the quantier. Similarly (Figure 3b This variable is equated with the variable predicated of by the denotation of the modiee (i.e., the noun or the verb) using a rule which can be summarised as follows: if the dependency node A is in a modication relation to the dependency node W and W is related to a semantic structure with bound variable X, then the literal A(X) should be included in the restriction of this semantic structure.
Raising. Raising verbs such as seems in John seems to love Mary and It seems that John loves Mary are handled as modiers in that they modify the event variable introduced by the sentential or innitival object. Semantic role labelling ensures that John is the arg0 of loves in both cases (cf. Figure 5) and therefore that the appropriate semantics is constructed. Coverage and evaluation We tested (12) the coverage and the correction of our approach by applying it to a set of 1 000 sentence pairs annotated with an entailment value (true if the rst sentence entails the other, false otherwise).
For each sentence, the sentences were parsed using the Stanford parser and the semantic role labeller of (11), semantic construction was carried out and the resulting semantic representations translated to FOL. Automated reasoners were then used to check entailment. In all cases, a correct FOL formula was built. Moreover, entailment detection was correct in 71.3% of the cases. Since in many cases, parsing failed to produce a correct analysis, these rst results are encouraging. They need to be further tested on real world data though as the testsuite used in this rst experiment was articially constructed and restricted to a limited set of linguistic variations (dierent verb subcategorisation type and control mainly).
Conclusion
By adopting a semantics rather than a syntax driven strategy, the semantic construction approach described in this paper permits bypassing the issues raised by the lack of syntactic information in dependency graphs. More generally, the approach can be seen as dening a set of very general principles governing the construction of semantic representations for predicate/argument structures, quantiers and modiers. Contrary to the lambda calculus approach, this allows for a very concise system where a small set of rewrite rules can be used to describe a large number of syntax-semantics interfaces. We are currently extending the approach to cover further semantic phenomena (e.g., comparatives and discourse connectives) and evaluate its coverage and correction using the entailment recognition test.
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